White Australia Policy
What was the White Australia Policy and how was it maintained?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What were the events that helped change the White Australia Policy?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Immigration schemes
What were some of the migration schemes that developed in Australia?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Why were these schemes developed?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What were some of the achievements of such schemes?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What were some of the difficulties with such schemes?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Choose one particular incident or comment that had an effect on you in this part of the video.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Displaced persons
Why were so many people displaced after World War II?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What were the reactions of Australians to displaced people migrating to Australia?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Choose one particular incident or comment that had an effect on you in this part of the video.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

British migration to Australia
Why was Australia so keen to have British migrants migrate here?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What sorts of appeals were made to Australians about encouraging British migration?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What sorts of messages were given to British people about migrating to Australia?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Choose one particular incident or comment that had an effect on you in this part of the video.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Expanded migration and multiculturalism
Why did Australia move from wanting mainly British migrants to also encouraging migration from other countries?
__________________________________________________________________